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EDITORIAL
Today as I began to look back over recent weeks, it seemed a very
long time to me since our congregation last met for the 10am
Sunday service with the Rev Ken and Mark, Huw and the choir in
our beautiful worship space. I checked my diary and found that the
last time we were able to attend Morning Worship was the 20th
June. Over all those weeks, we have not been able to meet at St
Stephen’s, and yet we have succeeded in staying in close touch as
a church family and in keeping hope alive, through a variety of

which has not been an easy task! The presentations
covered a wide range of subjects, from favourite
parables to personal journeys of faith – and also
included something very different, namely: Putting a
Smile on People’s Faces.
Other events have been taking place within the St
Stephen’s congregation on Zoom, and they are
described in different articles in this issue. The
themes include the meeting of the Zoom Crooners
three times a week, and the 5pm Happy Hour each
Thursday afternoon on Zoom. We were even able to
give Nico a fabulous farewell on Zoom – though
regrettably, we could not of course offer him one of
the special St Stephen’s morning teas.

ways. Lauris and I therefore decided to adopt as our theme for this
Spring Issue the following words, suggested by Alan:
On-line and upbeat: How we continued to Thrive in Lockdown.

What has enabled us then to continue to thrive as a congregation
throughout the 2021 extended lockdown? To begin with, there
have been the weekly St Stephen’s Online Worship Resources
and Online Weekly Newsletters. The Sunday and the Tuesday
congregations have stayed in regular contact through services held
on Zoom, and this has been an uplifting experience for all who
have participated in this relatively new way to worship and share
our faith. For all those within our church family who are not fans of
Zoom, there have been phone calls and text messages. Ken has
also sent out letters by “snail mail”, which contain beautiful prayers
and interesting short articles, as well as puzzles. In addition to
regular phone calls, our Pastoral Care Team have sent out
carefully chosen cards with inspirational messages to every
member and friend of our congregation.
In this Spring issue of “Vision”, you will firstly find articles which
deal with our theme. In addition, we have reprinted a range of the
different presentations given during the Sunday 10am Zoom
Services. All of the talks have been very well prepared by different
members of our congregation; it would have been wonderful if we
could have printed them all, but we have had to make a selection,

In order to make sure that we kept up our intellectual
activities, there were the Trivia Nights on Fridays at
7.30 pm. To date, we have enjoyed three of these
challenging contests – and it is rumoured that a
fourth may well take place before lockdown comes to
an end. We are also very happy to include in this
issue of “Vision” the review of a book with the intriguing title of “We Need to Hang Out – A Memoir of
Making Friends”. This review may well inspire you to
go out and purchase the book for yourself!
Some of you will recognise our last contributor.—
Geoff Smith from the Narromine congregation. He
has sent us one of his poems about the area.
Finally, as Lauris and I get ready to publish this latest
edition in early October, we are eagerly anticipating
the end of lockdown, and the start of a new chapter
in the life of St Stephen’s.

Janice Dawson
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Interview: Ken
Janice put three significant questions to the Rev
Ken.
What have been the positive aspects of this long
period of lockdown?
It is not true, that in “every cloud there is a silver lining”. I wanted first to acknowledge that the lockdown
has been disturbing for many people. The calls from
people who live in fine homes, including minsters
in manses, to “JUST STAY HOME” are the rich
man in his castle pointing the finger at the poor
man at his gate.

In our neighbourhood: the
backyard for a single mum
and two children.
As I now write about positive aspects of lockdown, I do it respectfully for those who do not
have what I have been fortunate to have,
through the goodness of family, friends, the
congregation, and the patience of God.
As I have been mainly using the manse as my
base, I have been able to join a Zoom meditation
group Monday to Wednesday for 30 minutes at
5:30pm as I am not commuting at that time. Last
year I had instruction about meditation as a refresher, and have appreciated it in my waiting on God. For
me, it brings meaning to the prayer for illumination,
sometimes prayed prior to a sermon: “May the words
of my mouth, and the meditation of our hearts, be
acceptable in your sight, O Lord, our rock and our
redeemer” (Psalm 19:14). Let me be upfront though.
I have not had the experience of Isaac, who “went
out to the field one evening to meditate, and as he
looked up, he saw camels approaching” (Genesis
24:63). Perhaps that is still to happen. Bring on the
camels.

The second positive aspect has been witnessing the
maturity of the congregation. People have had the
opportunity to connect, even if they don’t have a
computer. In that connecting, so many have also
risen to minister with their gifts, and found ways of
being Christ to their neighbours, to the missions
which we support, and to the brothers and sisters in
the church family. I know I shouldn’t, but I boast
about the St Stephen’s people. Lord. Forgive me for
my pride.

What aroused your interest in the Letter of James?

It is the 3 year “reading the Bible” cycle of the Lectionary that
has brought James to our attention in our online services at present. The letter of James has its curiosities which probably interest
only a few people, but I like to delve into them. Is it really a letter?
Was it written before or after Paul? Who was “James”?
It also has some gems:
1.

Faith without works (ministry) is dead. Such faith is unChristlike. James asks upfront: Do you really believe in Jesus
Christ when you show partiality
in who you help? James asks to
our face: Do you only help the
people you like or those who
are “nice” people?

2. James talks about the role of
the Elders (Presbyters) in the
ministry of healing: body, mind,
and soul. The early church continued the healing ministry of
Christ, and this ministry continues to this day. Chapter 5 and
the whole book of James was
taught to me in my years of faith
-formation in the church I grew
up in, and I saw the ministry of
elder lived out. It is one of the
ground working parts of the
Bible for my appreciation of the
Basis of Union, which states
that “those endowed by the Spirit with gifts fitting them for rule and
oversight” shall be recognised in the congregation as elders.
James affirms that the healing ministry of Christ, in its various
expressions, has an important place in the life of a congregation.
“It is a time to acknowledge and grieve what has fallen apart
to allow God's newness to unfurl”. Would you like to comment
on these words which point us to the time when we come out
of lockdown?
This brings us back to where I started in this interview. When we
return to face to face worship, our theme will be recognising that
God is drawing near each day to tend to our COVID wounds, fears,
losses, and not only in the last two years, but in our life. What do
we become when our identity—or the path we're on— comes
undone? In our unravelling, sometimes life surprises us with
unexpected joy, love, and hope - with a new beginning we couldn’t
have imagined. Sometimes we need God to unravel us, for we long
to be changed.
When we are drawn to be with each other again, as James says,
we will notice that God has already also drawn near to us.

Rev Ken Day
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Milestones
Sunday 8 August was a milestone day for Lauris and
me. We have had a relationship with the Crookwell
congregation for some years now, and were due to lead
worship in that lovely rural town on that Sunday. In fact,
we’d booked an Airbnb in nearby Goulburn, and were
going to take the opportunity for a few days away. Of
course, as we all know, none of that was to be; lockdown had descended upon Sydney.
But we were nevertheless still able to fulfil our commitment, through the wonders of some of the technologies
we have so quickly come to take for granted during the

last two years. At that stage, Crookwell was not locked
down, so the congregation was able to gather in the
church, while Lauris and I sat at separate computers in our
home in Eastwood, and led the service over a Zoom
connection. Lauris ran the Power Point with “share screen”,
and “shared sound” to play the Youtube recordings of the
hymns, while I led the worship and preached the sermon.
Once we were connected, nervousness at both ends evaporated; it all worked well. We’re even going to do it again
on 26 September, now we know that the Sydney lockdown
has been extended at least that long.
Of course, for a number of years now, most of us have
seen speakers address conferences from far-off locations,
and perhaps we’ve been involved in video-conferencing,

but those things used to take sophisticated and expensive
equipment, and considerable technical expertise. What has
changed is that the technologies and the tools to manage
all kinds of remote link-ups are now widely available and
eminently affordable. The current gold-standard in videoconferencing, Zoom, is powerful, easy to use – and free at
its basic level. Many of us find ourselves spending considerable time on Zoom, for all kinds of reasons – meetings,
socialising, studying, working, even medical appointments
and professional consultations. Recently, Lauris and I were
able to talk my wonderful aunt in Melbourne, who is in her
mid-80s, through connecting with us on Zoom, and she
was both jubilant and amazed at how simple it all was. “I’m
a Zoomer now!” she exulted.
It’s odd that it took a pandemic, with all its concomitant
restrictions, for the penny to drop. Why did Lauris and I not
realise before that we could meet regularly with our good
friends in the United States without leaving home? How
come we never thought to have dinner with our old friends
in Brisbane before? Why were we so sad when one couple
in our very close-knit Bible Study group – very old and very
dear friends – told us that they would be moving to
Canberra and would have to leave the group? The advent
of Zoom – and doubtless other, even better, technologies
that will eventually supplant it – has provided a solution to
all these problems of distance. Although it was obviously
not the same as warm familial hugs, Lauris was able to see
all of our family on her birthday in late July, despite their
being scattered across hundreds of kilometres, and all in
lockdown. We couldn’t even have managed that if there
hadn’t been a lockdown!
For a great deal of last year, the St Stephen’s Tuesday
1:00 pm service happened via Zoom; and with the return of
lockdowns at the end of June this year, we were able to
move immediately back to Zoom. The experience has been
interesting, and yes, mixed. Before Easter last year, we
were disappointed on any Tuesday we did not have at least
twenty people there for worship, and we frequently had
twenty-four or five. Sadly, we have not heard from some of
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those people since that time, despite having email
addresses for most of them, and sending regular communications and reminders to them. We pray that they have
found a spiritual home that works for them in these new
circumstances. Some attendees just preferred not to join
via Zoom, and instead to receive written material to assist
in their private devotions. Zoom simply didn’t do it for them.
On the other hand, some of our congregation embraced
Zoom, and continue to join regularly, unless pressing work
commitments intrude. And we’ve gained new attendees too
– people who would not normally be able to attend physically at St Stephen’s for any number of reasons; or who
learnt about the service and found that trying it out on
Zoom provided a less threatening way in for them. Every
Tuesday now, somewhere between ten and about eighteen
of us gather for a half hour of prayer, Bible reading and
preaching.
Interestingly too, last year, when Lauris and I spent a
month with the Jindabyne congregation, because Tuesday

services were still on Zoom, I did not have to ask Ken to
lead the services while I was away. I was just as able to log
in from Jindabyne as I would have been from home.
Distance had ceased to matter.
Another benefit of gathering virtually, with everybody in
their own home, has been quite counter-intuitive. Rather
than emphasising the distance between us, we have actually grown closer. There is an intimacy which is very difficult
to replicate in the cavernous sanctuary of St Stephen’s;
and people who, were they on their lunchbreak in the City,

would have to scurry back to work, can often find five or ten
minutes extra at home to stay for a chat afterwards. One
person showed us around her new apartment; another took
us for a tour of her beautiful garden. Another was able to
show us his cat that had happened by, looking for a warm
spot on a cold day. Only the virtual environment allowed us
to share in their personal lives in that way.
As I write, the nation and our state are speculating about
our way back to some kind of “normality”, albeit quite obviously a “new normal” which will carry echoes of the pandemic for a good while yet. Listening to all the speculation,
assertion and prophesy, I find myself with a great deal of
uncertainty. I have never been good at predicting the
future, and in fact know that I can be quite blinkered. I do
take comfort in the fact that people who claim to be
“futurologists” are never keen for us to revisit their former
predictions. About the only thing Alvin Toffler really got right
in his 1970 book Future Shock was that the future would
take us by surprise. So I’m actually probably in quite good

company. Nevertheless, even I think that we can be
fairly confident about some things concerning the world
that is emerging.

First and foremost, it will be substantially different
from the pre-pandemic world, and that should not trouble us. Lauris and I will continue to meet our US friends
regularly and continue to have meals with our Brisbane
friends. Why would we not? Many, many people who
have been permitted to, and have enjoyed, working from
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home will continue to do so, either entirely or on a “mixand-match” basis. Why wouldn’t they? We have learned
that geographic location is not the impediment to connection that it once was. That has huge implications for city
office space, public transport infrastructure, business
travel, and people’s freedom to live more remotely from
their place of employment. No doubt governments and
businesses are trying to imagine what all that will mean,
and to plan for it! Certainly, there are major implications
for our connection with our geographic community at St
Stephen’s – that is the weekday city community of
business people, professionals, hospitality and other
workers and so forth. There will surely be fewer people in
the City on any given day, just to start with.

Second, we would not want, and should not want, to
give up the remarkable communications technologies that
have served the Church so well over this time. Certainly,

to do so, because you won’t have to be physically
present. As a foretaste of that situation, I might mention
the experience of the Brighton-le-Sands congregation. A
couple who live in Bathurst, but who would regularly
come to Sydney in normal times, and on those occasions, attend Brighton’s service, have been able to join in
from Bathurst every Sunday. Another couple, who chose
to lockdown in their Central Coast holiday home, have
also been able to join in every week. These are harbingers of the future.

Third, we must not lose sight of the many people who
have come to the Church – any Church – because they
could do so virtually. It is very unlikely that most of them
will morph into regular in-person attendees. They found
the Church because it was available in new ways; that is
their Church, and we must ensure that their experience of
a virtual Church is as life-giving and fulfilling as it can be.
It is we who must change, not them.

Finally – and perhaps one of the hardest lessons for us

with the Tuesday service, our intention is to be present in
the St Stephen’s building, but also to live-stream the service
for those who prefer, or need to, connect digitally. That way,
there can be both a physical and a virtual option, depending
on people’s circumstances on any given day. Absence from
the City, shortness of one’s lunchbreak, and even the weather will cease to be impediments to joining in if there is a wish

to digest – is that the evaporation of geographical location as a factor in Church participation has opened up
previously unimaginable possibilities for people. To use
economic jargon, there is now a marketplace, indeed an
international marketplace, of congregations and worship
opportunities. I recall a good friend telling me how his
wife and he had contemplated their on-line worship possibilities during last year’s lockdown. They were looking
for good preaching, and ended up, as I recall, logging
onto a Lutheran church in South Australia. Other friends,
who lived in an isolated rural community with very few
local options, actually joined in with their daughter’s
church in the United States. The reality is that, as
churches everywhere go on-line, we can, if we choose,
select from a smorgasbord of offerings all around the
world. We might select the best preaching; but it could
equally be the best music, the best liturgy, the most
iconic building, or whatever. That represents both a
challenge to us all, and an opportunity. We need to be
clear about what we’re trying to do in worship, and then
we need to do it well.
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Yet I can’t close without recognising that probably the greatest strength any congregation can have is its relationships,
and that that is something that surely will not change. People
yearn to belong, and newcomers yearn to be welcomed. We
were with a congregation recently on Zoom. Most people had
joined early, and chatted away; and most remained well
beyond the service to chat some more. They exchanged
news, and concern for each other, and planned the on-line
lunch they were having together later in the week. Relationships can work quite well on-line, as well as in face-to-face
gatherings – although the latter certainly allows for the physicality of handshaking, hugging and touch, which are very
important to many people. Sharing food – something that the
pandemic has knocked off the agenda for the foreseeable
future – is an age-old lubricant of human socialising, and eating “together” via Zoom is an inferior version at best. Some
things do work better in person, but virtual gatherings are
certainly not without value. However we do it, the one constant of which we can be assured is that, whatever other
changes might characterise our post-pandemic future, the
heart and soul of the Church will continue to be the loving
relationships between those who love the Lord.
When the time comes that we can look back on this period of
pandemic as history rather than current reality, we will doubtless see that we passed many milestones, most unnoticed.
The Church will not look the same, and it will gather in a
greater diversity of ways. But the gospel of Jesus is a
gospel of love, and that has never been limited by circumstance or location. As we explore a challenging and exciting future as God’s people, we can rest firm on the foundation of obedience to Jesus’ command,

I give you a new commandment,
that you love one another. Just as
I have loved you, you also should
love one another. By this everyone
will know that you are my disciples,
if you have love for one another.
(John 13:34-5)
Alan Harper

OAM
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My Favourite Parable—
Sunday 29 August 2021

approach is still a useful method for today’
s teachers.
I like the way that Luke tells us how this
parable arises. On his travels, Jesus
meets a well-educated gentleman (a
“Teacher of the Law”) who wants to test
Jesus by asking how to achieve eternal
life. Jesus tells him to interpret and obey
the religious laws of the time, which the
lawyer recites, ending with the well-known
phrase to “love your neighbour as yourself”. A further question is posed by the
lawyer, still trying to test Jesus, “But WHO
IS my neighbour”? Jesus then tells the
story of the Good Samaritan and in the end
the lawyer draws his own conclusion about
which of three people passing by in the
story would be deserving of God’s love.

The parable of The Good Samaritan is one of my favourites of those
attributed to Jesus. I’d like to share my thoughts about that with you. The
parable is found in Luke’s Gospel chapter 10, verses 25-37 and I’m sure
you know it well, as it rates as the most read and remembered of all of the
teachings of Jesus, according to some statistics I noticed recently.
I first heard the Good Samaritan parable in Sunday School at my church in
Scotland. As a young primary school student at that time, I had difficulty in
working out what a parable was! (No, it was not a pebble on the beach nor
anything you could touch or see!) It was a Bible story that Jesus told to his
followers about “loving your neighbour as yourself”. This phrase did not
mean you had to be nice to the people who lived next door, but it applied to
everyone. Having been enrolled as a Brownie about that time, I thought of
part of the promise I had made to “help other people at all times”.
Later discussions in my youth Bible Study class helped expand further for
me the purpose of all of Jesus’ parables. There are many in Luke’s gospel,
covering the time when Jesus and the disciples travelled a lot, talking to
small and large groups. The parables were a way of explaining how to be
faithful to God, expressed in terms that people could understand easily by
referring to situations that could crop up in their everyday lives. This

Jesus begins the narrative about a vicious
attack by robbers on an innocent traveller
on the road to Jericho. The victim is left
“half dead” on the roadside. Shortly after,
some other travellers come along the road.
The first, a Priest, crosses to the other side
of the road and continues without stopping.
The second, a Levite, does the same. At
that time, these two figures would have
been regarded as people of some standing
in the Jewish community, holding positions
within the temple, and would have been
expected to show some compassion. A
third person travelling by, a Samaritan we
are told, stops to tend to the wounded
man.
I used to wonder why the term Samaritan
was used for the main character of the
story until I discovered it describes the part
of the country which the third traveller
came from, with Samaria being a large area to the south of the Galilee region where
Jesus and most of the Jews lived. Being on
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the road from Jerusalem to Jericho, the Samaritan is therefore travelling in a foreign area where he would probably have avoided mixing with the locals and especially those in high positions, such was
the disdain shown to the residents of Samaria in general.
In the situation by the roadside the kindness shown by the Good
Samaritan in tending to the injured man’s wounds, and his payment
to a local innkeeper to continue caring for the victim, are now
legendary. Throughout centuries this message of “loving your
neighbour”, or treating others equally, regardless of their status /
religion/ race still holds. Even today, all over the world, health workers in particular will be treating Covid patients (and of course
others), with respect, and caring for them regardless of their backgrounds.
Many artists over the centuries have depicted the Good Samaritan
in their works. Even today we use the term in naming institutions
which show care, for example hospitals, medical centres, schools
and orphanages. We also use the term “Good Samaritan” in
common speech to describe a person carrying out a kind act without thought of a personal reward.
So how do we at St Stephen’s relate to that parable of Jesus? If we
can live out our faith by our daily actions in serving others, we are
also serving God. This is not always easy however, and I am
reminded of occasions in my own life where I have walked past
rough sleepers on the street without stopping - and then felt guilty,
but also fearful of how the person might have reacted if I had
approached them. One does have to consider personal safety,
especially in these times of Covid lockdown, but there are other
things that we can do like continuing to support the Early Bird Café
in a practical way in the church building, or by volunteering in person along with the Governor! (Wearing a mask and staying socially
distant of course!) We can also send our donations to ACT for
Peace to help in the current Afghan crisis, or we can support any
other worthy charity. Australians in general seem to rise to the occasion if there is a disaster or circumstances where people are in
need, so let’s continue to be Good Samaritans and to “love our
neighbours as ourselves”.

Sheena Wiard
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Meaningful Bible verses past or present:
Trusting the Lord—Sunday 15 August 2021

At my Baptism, I was presented with a Bible
(not that I can remember the occasion of
course) and inside the front cover is an
inscription that includes the Bible verse: “In all
Thy ways acknowledge Him and He will direct
Thy Paths”. My Bible was well used as I took
it to Sunday school and to church – before the
days of pew Bibles. I often looked at the
inscription and pondered on the words of the
text and always thought of it as a special
verse just for me.
However, it was a number of years before I discovered that these words are part of a sentence that
are two verses from the Book of Proverbs, and that the whole of Chapter 3 is a father's speech to
his son. The father tells his son to follow in his ways, trusting in God, pursuing wisdom and treating
others properly. As a Christian, this has been the guiding principle of my life. The two verses together read: “Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and lean not on thy understanding; in all thy ways
acknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy paths". Proverbs 3:5 and 6
People often quote these verses as a reminder to trust God when things get tough. They are a
source of comfort when a person is going through a situation they don’t understand. The wisdom
shared in these verses from Proverbs is necessary for every situation we face in life. When we trust
in the Lord instead of our own human wisdom, God will show us the right paths to take.
Before looking more closely at verses 5 and 6, let’s remind ourselves about the purpose of Biblical
proverbs and also who wrote chapter 3. A Biblical proverb is “a short saying that expresses a universal truth for practical, godly living.” The term “proverb” comes from the Hebrew root word meaning “to be like”; hence, the book of Proverbs is full of comparisons illustrating how various simple
concepts represent the fundamental truths of life. The purpose of a proverb is to present wisdom in
a compact, lasting format. Proverbs are commonly simple yet profound. Many proverbs deal with
mundane aspects, yet illuminate the deepest truths of life. The Bible refers to proverbs as “sayings
of the wise” and “sayings and riddles of the wise”.
For thousands of years, proverbs have provided a significant source of practical wisdom for people
of all backgrounds and educational levels. They can help us better understand how we should live
and the consequences of immoral judgment and behaviour. It was King Solomon who wrote most of
the Book of Proverbs and it is said that he was the wisest man who ever lived. Solomon asked God
for wisdom to rule the people of Israel and they recognised that his wisdom was divine. Solomon
wrote over three thousand proverbs and these proverbs were a reflection of the wisdom Solomon
had gathered throughout his life.
In the late 1960s a new translation of the Bible was first published. The Good News Bible was written in modern language, making reading the word of God easier, especially for young people or
those new Christians who might have found the language of older translations difficult to understand. I remember as a young teenager how helpful it was being able to compare passages of
scripture using the RSV and the Good News Bible. The Good News Bible translation provides the
heading of chapter 3 as: “Advice from a Father to His Son” and the preceding verses put verses 5
and 6 in context.
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“Don't forget what I teach you, my son. Always
remember what I tell you to do. My teaching
will give you a long and prosperous life. Never
let go of loyalty and faithfulness. Tie them
round your neck; write them on your heart. If
you do this, both God and people will be
pleased with you”.
As we look a little closer at verses 5 and 6 we
can see that even though it was written as
advice from a father to a son, its wisdom can be
applied to our own Christian lives. “Trust in the
Lord with all your heart. Never rely on what you
think you know. Remember the Lord in everything you do and he will show you the right
way.” In these verses we are instructed that we
are to trust God with all our hearts and not
depend on what we know. At all times, we
should include God in everything we do, asking
Him to keep us on the right track, particularly as
we may not always know what lies ahead.
Relying on our wisdom or intelligence can
easily mislead us.
Verses 5 and 6 can be divided into three
distinct parts.
"Trust

in the Lord with all your heart"

The world has taught us that we are very capable of handling anything that comes our way.
Many of the methods don’t include the power of
God, but that of man. However, as children of
God, we place our trust in Him instead of the
many ways of the world. When we trust in God
with all our heart, it means that we leave no
room for doubt. We believe what God says,
because we know He is always right and will
never deceive us. God sees the bigger picture,
and therefore knows what lies ahead of us and
what we don’t see.
Trusting God comes naturally when we know
Him and how He works. It’s hard to trust someone you don’t know and can’t rely on. Throughout the Bible, God has shown that He is trustworthy and faithful and by reading the scriptures we will grow in our understanding of God
and of His ways, and be familiar with His will.

God expects that we will trust Him with all our hearts. When we put our
complete trust in God, we know that He won’t let us down.

“Never rely on what you think you know”
Many times we try to figure things out in a situation, yet we don’t always
have all the information. The second part of verse 5 tells us not to
depend on our understanding of things because we could be wrong. It
is so very easy to misinterpret someone's words or underestimate a
certain danger or threat. When we rely on the wisdom of God we have
to let go of what we think we know, so that God can show us the truth.
God has given us the Spirit of truth - the Holy Spirit - to show us the
truth in every situation we face.

“Remember the Lord in everything you do, and He will show
you the right way.”
Verse 6 urges us to involve God in all our ways and to direct our steps
in the right direction. The Christian life is one that is lived in surrender to
the Lord. This means that God is part of all aspects of our lives and the
things we do. God’s ways are perfect and He makes our ways secure
and righteous. The way we do things should reflect God’s ways.
So, when recalling these verses from Proverbs, I am reminded that
God’s word is right and true and that I can always rely on it. I know that
God is faithful and stands by His word. He is my helper and will guide
me when I don’t know what to do. He will never leave me, or forsake
me in times of need. By trusting God, I know that my path will always be
secure and stable.

Graham Penn
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Joy and hope in my walk with
Jesus: How Jesus talks to me—
Sunday 1 August 2021

In our home, we have a morning tradition of reading from a couple of
daily devotional books written by Sarah Young. Sarah and her
husband were missionaries in Japan and Australia for many years.
They currently live in the United States.
The two books that we read are Jesus Always and Jesus Calling.
They were both gifts from my grandmother Mama Val, who lives in
Murfreesboro Tennessee. Jesus Always and Jesus Calling were written to help people connect not only with Jesus, the living Word, but
also with the Bible.
st

Today Daddy (Scott) and I would like to read August 1 from both
books. Daddy will go first, reading from first Jesus Always:
Come eagerly into my ardent presence, inviting me to satisfy you with
my unfailing love. The best time to seek my face is in the morning,
soon after you awaken. Connecting with me early sets the tone for the
rest of the day. My endless love is immensely satisfying it helps you
know you are treasured and significant. It reminds you that together
you and I can handle the circumstances of your day. Knowing you are
forever loved energises you and gives you courage to persevere
through difficulties. Encountering my loving presence in the morning
equips you to sing for joy and be glad. Think about the astonishing
privilege of meeting with the one who is king of kings and Lord of
Lords in the privacy of your home. Rejoice that your name is written in
the lamb’s book of life - with indelible ink! Take time to enjoy my
presence. Speak or sing praises; Read scripture and pray. Delight
yourself in the wondrous truth that nothing in all creation can separate
you from my love!
From Psalm 90:14, Revelation 19:16, Revelation 21:27 and Romans 8:39

Now I would like to read from Jesus Calling:
Nothing can separate you from my love. Let this
divine assurance trickle through your mind and
into your heart and soul. Whenever you start to
feel fearful or anxious, repeat this unconditional
promise: “nothing can separate me from your
love, Jesus”. Most of mankind's mystery stems
from feeling unloved. In the midst of adverse
circumstances, people tend to feel that love has
been withdrawn and they have been forsaken.
This feeling of abandonment is often worse than
the adversity itself. Be assured that I will never
abandon any of my children, not even
temporarily. I will never leave or forsake you! My
presence watches over you continually. I have
engraved you on the palms of my hands.

From Romans 8: 38-39, Joshua 1: 5, Isiah 49:
15-16
I definitely think Jesus speaks to me through
these books. It is quite interesting that on most
days, what I hear in the books is actually what I
need to hear for that day. It is like the pages
chance on what I need to hear.
One last thing before I go, is a real-life example
of an experience which still brings hope and joy
to me that we will be out of lockdown soon. I
love travelling around the world and I also love
Tycoon games on the iPad. So, while we are in
lockdown and can’t travel for real, I play this
game to help give me hope that we will be able
to travel again. It is called Airlines Manager
(Tycoon). This game is all about purchasing and
growing your airline fleet; however, this game is
set in the future in the year 2029.

Kurt Brunelle Hunter
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Putting a smile on people’s faces—Sunday 8 August 2021

Following mention that I made sponge cakes, I was asked to be one of the
speakers during a Zoom Service in August, speaking on the subject, “A
way I helped put a smile on people’s faces.” (The following came about
with the assistance of other people.)
I grew up in the era where the father of the house went to work and the
mother stayed home to care for home, husband and children. My mother
was a good cook. I had no need to do this in my teen years and commenced cooking after my marriage to Charles Johnson (known as
Gordon) in St Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, Bundaberg, Queensland.
Family members would often call to see us and it was a must to have a
homemade cake or biscuits served with a cup of tea. I mastered making
my mother’s sponge cake recipe (with lots of mock cream), as well as
fillings for luscious sweet tarts.
When we moved to Sydney in 1970, we joined the Kogarah Soldiers’
Memorial Presbyterian Church and later Brighton Uniting Church, where
Rev Ken Day was a minister. These churches were not just our Place of
Worship, but also the centre of our Social Hub, filling our lives spiritually
and socially.
My sponge cake making continued for special church events and eventually, what was previously a large square cake, grew to be a double square
cake, triple and quadruple! “Big O Birthdays” then evolved - when anyone
had a birthday ending with an ‘O’, a sponge cake with a celebration card,
appeared on these special Sundays. Of course, Wedding Anniversaries,
were not exempt! My friend, Alison, was the main “Keeper of Birthdays
and Anniversaries”; she was also the one who regularly posted cards
from the Prayer Group.

Ken and Sue

Ken cutting the cake

Church Concerts. Performing congregation members had as much fun practising
for the Concerts, as the audience did later
enjoying them. The many concerts were
varied. During one Concert, men were
correctly trained to perform “The Dance of
the Little Swans”, but their feet showed
they were just very clumsy! Two young
ballerinas in the congregation then showed
how the ballet should have been done. In
another Concert, “The Boarding House
Opera” was performed, it being a sung
discussion about the Boarding House and
having breakfast together, words adapted
to old favourite tunes. These singers were
Church Crooners long before Zoom!
In the past, these many cakes and concerts brought much pleasure to many
people. Now in 2021, with the Covid-19
Pandemic restrictions continuing, the modern communication of Zoom has been a
most beneficial way of keeping in touch
within the Community of Christ.

In regard to my “Other behind the scenes Activities”, another involvement
brought more than just smiles - it brought much laughter to people through

May God bless you on your journey and
may we all be a blessing to others, bringing
smiles and laughter into the lives of people
we meet.

Betty Johnson
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Lockdown: time to spend on a special hobby—
Sunday 22 August 2021

My interest in family history began when I was contacted by
an Ancestry.com member seeking information in relation to a
possible common ancestor. After several conversations and
my brother volunteering a DNA sample for testing, the results
confirmed that a family skeleton was indeed out of the cupboard.

Having an interest in research and history, and not being
familiar with any ancestral stories, prompted by curiosity, I
subscribed to Ancestry.com to begin my own research.
Although my research was a stop/start pastime, the extended lockdown has been an opportunity to continue to research
and further grow my family’s various ancestral trees.

Many collections are available on the site: birth, baptismal,
death, census returns, shipping, immigration and
newspapers, for example. Searching amongst these collections, and using hints provided by Ancestry.com and other
members’ public trees, I did discover the odd skeleton and
scoundrel, although to date there is no evidence of royalty or
aristocracy.

I discovered the following details about one of my ancestors:

“John Bradfield was a convict, who was guilty of
counterfeiting London Bank notes. He was
sentenced to death but was shown mercy and
transported to Australia. However, the story didn’t
have a happy ending for John. He was part of the
first group of convicts to be sent to Port Macquarie
to establish the colony there. His wife and children
followed and for whatever reason – John was
murdered by his wife. She laced his soup with
arsenic. He was 29 years of age.”
Only last week I discovered an article published in the Sydney Morning Herald in November 1919 – a death notice –
concerning another ancestor:

“George Hillier – passed away peacefully at his
residence , “Arthurville” in the Great North Road,
Abbotsford.”

“Hillier” was a name familiar to me, although I did not know
who George was. Coincidentally, I live within a block of the
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Abbotsford address. I was being presented with an opportunity for some
exercise. So, masked up, off I went and within one block found the house. I
was surprised when I realised that in 1989, 70 years on from George’s
death, his 22 year old 2 x great grandson, Robert Cousins, my son, shared
that home with university friends – it was their first bachelor pad.

And now I would like to speak of an ancestor I consider to be a saint:
Agnes Gruer, my great aunt, was born in 1886 in Buenes Aires, Argentina.
She was the daughter of my Irish great grandmother and Scottish great
grandfather. The family eventually settled in Ulladulla on the South Coast
of New South Wales.
Although I knew Agnes when I was a young I knew little of her story. As a
young child, Agnes contracted polio and lost the use of her legs. She was
confined to a wheelchair; she had a sulky dawn by a quiet pony, and went
around the district helping in many ways.
My research discovered an article published in The Milton Ulladulla Times at
the time of her death in 1958. As part of the tribute to her it was said:
“Miss Gruer could have spent an idle life, and because of her
physical disability, no one would have noticed it to be idle.
Agnes was basically of the Congregational faith but she was too
big a soul for any one church so worked diligently for all, doing with
a will what her hands found to do, the inspiration of which drove
her on, often against her physical strength.”
The article continues:
“Her shining example of faithfulness silently guided innumerable
young people who passed through her hands in Sunday school,
which was held at her Ulladulla home.”
In 1923 she was awarded the Red Cross Long Service Medal and it was
again noted in The Milton Ulladulla Times:
“In World War 1, no man left Ulladulla for active service without a
presentation of knitted beret and socks – the work of Agnes.”
So, as I spent part of my lockdown time knitting and looming beanies for
distribution by our “Hats for Homeless” group, I was inspired and enriched
by her story. Maybe one day, one of my knitted beanies will find its way to
warm the head of someone in Aunty Aggie’s beloved Ulladulla.

Judith Cousins
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For mental wellbeing and
Have you ever sung “Happy Birthday” or “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star’ (or
your cultural equivalents)? Then God has given you the gift of singing!
You may not be a trained singer, an opera singer, or a fine soloist but you
can sing.
As you probably know, I love singing, especially singing with
others. I have led groups of kids, nursing home patients and
even groups of mentally challenged people and all the groups
have been fabulous, even if cacophonous. Everyone is smiling
and happy. Music does not always have to be perfect in all

settings; for example, a sing along in the car when you are travelling is
what it is and it is lots of fun. But many
people are afraid to be heard singing.
During lockdowns, I have really missed singing. I don't mean the formal
music that the SSMS Choir and other choirs bring (I’ve missed that too)
but just singing with all sorts of people to make music, sometimes awful
music and sometimes just “a joyful noise unto the Lord”. To have fun with
music. According to research, music is really important for our mental
wellbeing.
In 2020 I took part in a virtual choir organised by the ABC and used Zoom
to record myself. This was the first time I had really used Zoom as a
driver rather than as an end user and found it had a lot of limitations.
People pointed out that it was impossible to sing together live on Zoom
(or any other platform) because everyone has a different speed and
quality of internet - nothing is ever in time.
So that was the challenge given to me by myself I guess. I am a glass
half full kind of person and decided there must be a way to solve the
issues.

Because post-Covid and singing together is
probably a long way off, I was inspired to do
something about the rules around singing
together and the singing
phobia of some people. I was really afraid
that singing together as a joyous pastime
would die while we waited for
“normal” and “formal’” to
return. So I clarified with Ken that
anyone was allowed to use the St
Stephen’s Zoom Room any time,
and I booked Monday/Wednesday/
Friday at 11am for one hour to sing
with anyone who wanted to join
me.
I recruited a small band and
others soon followed and between us, we worked out how to
do it reasonably well. It is not
karaoke as no-one can hear
you sing and it is not a choir as
you can’t hear anyone else
sing. We sing together (on mute) with backing from an online track by one of us sharing their screen for the others. After the
track finishes we all unmute and chat;
discussing the music, the weather or anything else. Unlike a normal choir, we don’t
chat while the track is on (i.e. while the conductor is talking or conducting) which is
quite unusual.
It is amazing how the brain works! We all
think we are singing together and experience the joys this brings without the embarrassment we may have when singing with
others.
To facilitate our hour together and keep the
experience moving, we now have a huge
list of hymns, songs, and tunes to choose
from and we can easily add more. Some of
our members have lockdown projects too.
Graham’s project is to find us one or two
hymns from each century and tell us about
them for our own little online Hymnfest
theme. Ron is busy extracting all the hymns
from the various events he has videoed at
St Stephen’s and adding on-screen words
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the key to partially unlocking the lockdown
Since the beginning of the world wide Covid-19
pandemic and the resulting lockdowns, all manner of
video - calling apps have become engrained in many
lives. We think of names like Skype, FaceTime,
Houseparty and Microsoft Teams; but it seems none
of them have taken off quite like Zoom. We have read
that at the end of December 2020, Zoom reported a
maximum of 10 million daily users world wide. By
March 2021, 200 million people were on Zoom each
day at work or to socialise, view lessons and lectures,
sing in choirs, attend church, birthday parties and
weddings, meet new babies and say final words to
dying family members.
to them. Kathryn’s project is to find more recent hymns for us
to learn. Others email their requests and they get added to our
playlist. And as a result of a Zoom Church gathering late in
August, I am now gathering together hymns that actually tell
Bible stories.
My job is to facilitate the hour together so all this is linked from
a website I have set up. Join us in the church Zoom Room
sometime or email me and you will be given the website
address.
So if you love just humming to yourself, having a sing along on
a long car trip, around a campfire, or just making music with
others, then join the Zoom Room Crooners (at the normal
Zoom Room link for St Stephen’s) and sing with like-minded
friends. You don't have to have a great voice. This is not an
attempt to make perfect music, but a way to make imperfect
music together, lift our spirits and have fun. Don't expect anything formal or hope to achieve perfection.

Betty Jacobs – Chorister

For many, like us, Zoom can be a necessary frustration- the technical glitches, the pixelated faces, the
internet drop outs and so on. But we are learning.
Then we have the clever ones who can have themselves sitting in their home garden or make you think
they are sitting with a harbour view behind them. The
possibilities seem to be endless. But for those who
persevere, it must be said that for many lonely, elderly
or disabled folk the Zoom boom has helped them keep
in touch with friends and loved ones and become even
more sociable than before.

Zoom is playing an integral part in the life and work of
St. Stephen’s Uniting Church. It must be said that our
participation in the St. Stephen’s Zoom sessions have
enabled us to get to know our St. Stephen’s friends
much better than the “after church” chat over a cuppa
in the Ferguson Hall or in the foyer. Having said that,
while Zoom is a great way to keep in contact in our
present circumstances, there is really no substitute for
worshipping together in the presence of God in our
beautiful Church building, sitting in each other’s presence, and meeting each other face to face.

We are sure we speak for everyone who is enjoying
the St. Stephen’s Zoom sessions when we say a big
“THANK YOU” to all those folk whose initiative it is to
provide the input and those folk who take part in the
sessions.

Ron and Barbara Mallyon
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How long is a baguette? Your “old man” might answer, “Twice of half its length”. He wouldn’t be wrong,
but he wouldn’t win any points at St Stephen’s Zoom
Trivia. A friend of mine once remarked of British television panel formats, that they basically replicate the
British public-house quiz night experience. That is to
say - in many instances - a number of panelists sit
down and answer, often for purely comic effect, trivia.
They may operate in teams or solo. The competition
is spirited, but always friendly. The stakes are always
low: it’s somehow less entertaining if they’re not.
Like many of the best television formats, the premise
is simple and on the face of it, inexpensive: just do
what we did at the pub, answer obtuse questions for
points. “It’s cute”, said my friend, the British “are
happy just to have their pub quiz as television”. There
is wisdom to this: in a world of melodrama, CGI explosions, actual explosions, and Lord knows, plague and
pestilence, trivia is a refuge. It unites us in curio and
mirth.
For at least three “episodes”. Kathryn Lynch has been
hosting her own television show, and anyone can be
a star. By now the people of St Stephen’s are au fait
with Zoom, and if not, help is always on hand. As is
now “la mode”, we pile into Zoom squares like so
many members of the Brady Bunch, and answer
questions on a theme.

The rules are honour-based, you can phone a friend, but not
Mr Google. People wangle bonus points for pointless additions to the already frivolous. We mark ourselves and selfreport, answerable only to the Creator, I suppose. Kathryn’s
themes have been well researched and she screen-shares the
questions in written form, followed by a picture-quiz, which I
can only imagine has been invested with substantial effort. On
the British quiz show “QI”, the researchers were christened
“Elves” by Stephen Fry. (Could I call Kathryn a “Pixie”?).
In the most recent iteration of the quiz, all attendees (and
even some in absentia) were pixies, we having submitted a
few questions each. Kurt asked us about Star Wars, Mark
asked us about organs - few were correct, fewer were
surprised. (Plus ça change…) You might have noticed a peppering of French phrases, by the way, probably influenced by
the second “episode” of the Kathryn Show - wherein there was
a French theme: abandoned the picture quiz, in favour of
answers beginning with M. And so we come full circle to the
very controversial “Baguette Question”. Assertions reported as
made by the French Baguette Standards Authority, or
“L’Autorité française de Normalisation de la Baguette” (I’m
sure that’s what it’s called), were challenged vigorously by
quizzers. Kathryn was powerless to object, though, as
agitators could award themselves protest points at will. High
drama - low stakes. As it should be.

Dr Huw Belling

Have you missed out on our trivia nights? Would you like to share in some of the trivial
questions others have had to face?
Try these . . .
1. What is the name of the place where the state borders of NSW, Queensland and South Australia meet?
2. Who was the 27th Prime Minister of Australia?
3. What is thanatophoia a fear of?
4. Afghanistan is a land-locked country with six neighbours. Name any three of those neighbours.
5. Who wrote 'Advance Australia Fair"?
6. In what decade did Lego start making plastic building blocks?
7. What is the longest railway platform in Australia?
8. What note is an orchestra typically tuned to, and what is its frequency?
9. Name the popular co-operative board game where players work together to cure 4 diseases that have broken out
around the world?
10. In France, what is the standard length of a baguette?
Answers next issue.
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Somewhere to go. Something to
do. Someone to talk to.
These are the three things that
are essential to building new
friendships, according to journalist Billy Baker, a writer for the
Boston Globe and author of the
book “We Need to Hang Out, A
Memoir of Making Friends”.
Baker was given an assignment
by his editor, to write about the
modern loneliness epidemic; and
in the course of his investigation
realised that he was also lacking
close friendships and the connections that many of us would cite as
important to living a happy, worthwhile life. His quest to work out
how this had happened, and what he could do about it, makes for a
clever, funny and touching read.
Loneliness is not a trivial problem. It has been linked to shorter life spans,
heart disease, obesity and increased risk of dementia. And it’s a surprising
commonplace problem; in 2018, Swinburne University conducted a study
of loneliness in Australia, looking at the wellbeing of Australians and their
experience of social isolation. The report revealed that one in four
Australians feel lonely; that many Australians, especially younger
Australians, report feeling anxious about socialising; and thirty per cent
don’t feel part of a group of friends.
How many friends do we actually need? Is there a magic number of
friends that we “should” have to stop us feeling lonely?
Surprisingly there is: a British anthropologist named Robin Dunbar has
suggested a number that is now referred to as “Dunbar’s Number”. That
number is one hundred and fifty.
If you’re thinking that’s an awful lot: there’s more to Dunbar’s theory of
friendship than just a number. Dunbar’s research show that being socially
connected involves having a number of friends, but with different levels of
closeness. One hundred and fifty is the number of people you would call
“casual friends” – the people you might invite to a large party. These are
the people you know by name (and know yours!) and who you see from
time to time. This is your tribe.
From there, Dunbar discovered that your number of friends grows in
quality, but decreases in quantity according to a precise formula, roughly a
“rule of three”. Although you might have one hundred and fifty casual
friends, there are only fifty people you might call “close friends” – the
people you’d invite to a large group dinner. These are the sort of friends
that you see often, but not so regularly that you’d consider them to be true
intimates. Next, there’s your “circle of fifteen” – the friends you can turn to
for sympathy when you need it, or who you can confide in about most
things. The most intimate of your friends are limited in number to five.
These are your best friends; your “through thick and thin” friends.

What do we do if we want to make more friends?
Or develop and deepen the friendships we already
have?
Well, this is where that three-part piece of advice
comes in handy. Friendships are built when we
have somewhere to go, something to do, and
someone to talk to.
We have had restricted access to all these things
during this covid pandemic, and the lockdowns
employed by governments and health officials to
stop the spread of the virus. Ordinarily though, we
know that people meet new friends in places outside their homes: in workplaces, organised sports
and activities; in churches and in the homes of
mutual acquaintances (somewhere to go). Friendships grow through time shared around an activity:
a sport or craft activity, a game, religious practice
or community service (something to do). And it’s
over these activities – and the coffee and cake we
share afterwards – that people find a comfortable
time to talk and share the stories of their days and
lives (someone to talk to).
Even in lockdowns there are ways to connect with
people and build friendships. During this current
lockdown the people of St Stephen’s have continued to meet online (through the medium of Zoom)
to share their favourite songs and hymns (the
“Zoom Room Crooners”), to do quizzes (“Friday
Night Online Trivia”), and just share a laugh
(“Thursday Night Drinks”). Even Sunday morning
at 10.00am is a time to catch up with friends and
share aspects of our faith. The Tuesday congregation also faithfully meets at 1.00pm and stays
on chatting, sharing and encouraging each other
after the service.
As our city opens up again in the coming months,
I hope we’ll have many more opportunities to
make friends with those around us. After all,
Christianity is all about restoring relationships,
isn’t it? Loneliness might be common, but we are
uniquely placed to do something about it.
I’m looking forward to catching up with you for
coffee and cake sometime soon.
We Need to Hang Out, A Memoir of Making
Friends by Billy Baker is published by Avid Reader
Press. It is available as in paperback, as an e-book,
and as an audio-book.

Kathryn Lynch
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Nico’s Farewell
It is such a shame that we were not able to farewell Nico in church on
a Sunday morning with the whole choir and congregation present,
and have a special morning tea as originally planned, but Zoom was
the next best thing.
Nico joined us as the Organ Scholar in February 2017 and has been
with us for four years, as he had six months’ leave to study in
Germany during that time. I have known Nico for much longer, as he
competed in several Sydney Organ Competitions and had won the
Open Section, and was already well known in the Sydney organ
community.
When our previous organ scholar finished, we started looking for a
replacement and Nico was available. Nico comes from a Presbyterian
background and his family has been involved in their local Uniting
Church since settling in Australia. It is always much easier working
with an organ scholar who has grown up in the church, as they
already have an understanding of music and liturgy and have an
innate sense of how hymns are sung.
We have been very fortunate at St Stephen’s in that most of our
organ scholars have already reached a professional standard of playing, so are able to cope with playing any music that is given to them.
Nico was just like this, and there was nothing I ever gave him which
he couldn’t learn to play. Like most of our previous scholars, he liked
to play for half the service and we alternated which half, so that he
would play a postlude and accompany the choir once a fortnight. We
equally shared the big occasions, such as Christmas, Easter and
HymnFests.
Liturgical playing is a completely different art-form from solo playing.
Solo playing is taught at the Conservatorium but since the closure of
the Church Music Department, liturgical playing and accompanying
are no longer taught; several of the city’s main churches therefore
offer organ scholarships so that this important aspect can be taught.
Having an extraordinary technique meant that we were able to concentrate on honing Nico’s accompaniment and liturgical skills while at
St Stephen’s, so that he leaves a much more rounded musician than
if he had only graduated from the Con. Our organ scholars learn several skills never taught at the Conservatorium. These include learning
to follow a conductor, learning to breathe with a choir, working with
soloists and with other instrumentalists such as the brass quintet,
plus learning to lead a congregation singing hymns and being sensitive to the mood of the service and liturgy.
Huw, Nico and I have worked as a team with regular music planning
meetings. It has been particularly good to have a scholar who under-

stands the Bible and liturgy and is able to contribute excellent suggestions for planning our
music. His opinions when auditioning new vocal
scholars have been invaluable and it has been
good to have a team of three to do this.
Nico left for the USA in late July to study at Yale.
This is one of the top five schools in the USA for
organ and church music, and involves an organ
scholarship position at one of the best church
music departments in the Episcopal Church. He
will be working under one of the longtime church
music lecturers at Yale, and many great names
in the North American church music scene have
been scholars there in the past. I visited the
church, Trinity on the Green in New Haven,
some years ago and had the chance to play the
organ. I am sure he will continue to learn a lot
with a professional-type choir of men and boys
regularly singing services of Matins, Communion
and Evensong. The repertoire there would be
similar to a cathedral situation, so he will have
many opportunities there that were not possible
at St Stephen’s.
On behalf of the choir and music team, I would
like to record my thanks to Nico for the four wonderful years we were able to work so well
together, and wish him all the best for his future
career in church music and organ playing.

Mark Quarmby, Director of Music
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PASTORAL
PASTORAL
CARE
CARE
1 Thessalonians 5: 18: “In everything give thanks: for this
is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you”.
St Paul wrote in his letter to the church at Thessalonica four
words that help us to enter into obedience, trust, and a closer
communion with God Himself, known through Jesus Christ:
“In everything, give thanks”. In a sense it is easy to have a
grateful heart for food and shelter, love and hope, health and
peace, freedom and security.
But when things get tough, certain events can darken our
world and wound our spirits. Events such as illness, depression, loss of all kinds, grief with a sense of failure may turn our
life upside down. Something that is unsettling, unremitting and
at times unbearable, such as both our collective and individual
lived experiences from global coronavirus pandemic, can also
darken our spirits. This causes a sense of disconnection and
separation from family, friends and the world as we knew it.

Our Pastoral Care Zoom Weekly Prayer Meeting runs
for 15 minutes each Wednesday morning from 7.30am
to 7.45am. All are welcome to join in this time of reflective mediation, scripture passage and prayer. As the
writer Andrew Murray explains in his book “With Christ
in the School of Prayer”, praying together prepares the
way for God’s Spirit to move, enriching our spiritual
lives through believing that God most definitely listens
to prayers, answers prayers, and moves in response to
prayers. Our constant prayer early Wednesday
mornings is that He will make us all a blessing to someone else that day wherever we may be, or whatever we
may be doing.

Yet the spiritual key here is “everything”. “Everything” is the
word on which this whole empowering verse stands, and has
its being.

Greeting cards were sent out to all members of the St
Stephen’s Congregation, including both past and
present members, as well as those from the Tuesday
Bible Reflection and Prayer Service. E-Cards, emails
and/or text messages were also sent to our “Country
Cousins” in Narromine, as well as to extended family
members living overseas.

Providing Pastoral Care has meant a change in the way we do
things during this coronavirus pandemic. Our Pastoral Care
team has been more pro-active in finding ways to help our
Church Community pull together and support each other,
strengthening our faith in Jesus who loves and cares for us.

Our Pastoral Care Team would love to hear from you,
with any suggestions around what we can do, or simply
taking the opportunity to have a conversation together.
Please do not hesitate to contact us on the Pastoral
Care mobile number below:

Telephone calls offered some new opportunities for deeper
engagement, and to check in to see how people were coping
with a very new and unusual NSW in lockdown. What a lovely
uninterrupted and privileged time it has been to chat together
without having to be somewhere else! Hearing another’s
voice providing comfort and encouragement, sometimes even
getting to know someone within our Church Community whom
we didn’t know very well before – these have been the benefits of this time of lockdown.

0491 181 955.

Judith Barton – Elder, Pastoral Care
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Narromine.

Australia’s fastest sprinter, a few years back
Melinda is her name, lightning on the track

In the central west, of New South Wales

She won many races, left her rivals in her stride

Lies a town of renown, steeped in tales

Gainsford is a name, Narromine folk say it with pride.

With the Macquarie River, calmly flowing by
This is a town, worthy to try.

Cement is not only used, at a building site

Famous for citrus, cotton and gliding

A footballer called “cement”, played for the “ Dogs”
with bite

Cereal crops flourish, wheat to the siding

David is his name, Gillespie his dad

Navel oranges a plenty, limes by the score

Played with the Kangaroos, some thought he was
mad.

The rich soil will grow anything, that is for sure.

On the edge of the town, a few kilometres away
Tin city has emerged, where many people earn their pay

In early September, the annual show is on
A good bet the rain, will also come along

Canola, corn, sorghum, barley and wheat

The horses, cattle and sheep, will be groomed to display

Received from the farmers, orders to meet.

Their very best for their owners, tops on the day.

The tree lined main street, Dandaloo by name
Is a picture in spring, blossoms to frame
The aero museum, recalls the aviation past
A display of relics, history and things to last.

Football in winter is great, Cale Oval the ground
Gorillas in rugby, champions and sound
Jets for league, players to boast
This town produces great sports, no one to roast.
Oooh, Aah Glenn McGrath, fast bowler exceptional
Narromine bred and born, cricket international
A statue is displayed, in Tom Perry Park
To note his feats and success, efforts to hark.

The closest provincial city is Dubbo, the hub of the west
Dubbo people say they have it all, and the best
Large shopping centres, several clubs and a zoo
Narromine people visit Dubbo, then they shoot through.

The best picnic races, are held each year
Mungery is the venue, to enjoy and have a beer
Good racing, old friends to meet and greet
A day in the bush, a tough one to beat.
Several parks in the town, for picnics and play
Tom Perry and Dundas, will beckon your stay
Apex and Rotary, have established ones too
To cater for the locals and visitors, not just a few.
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The pavilion is a buzz with preserves, cakes and craft

Banjo the poet, wrote of Narromine and district

Photography, school displays and wool, even some art

City of Dreadful Thirst, is one to depict

Judges, stewards and exhibitors will, at any rate

Dandaloo is mentioned, in a poem or two

Give the public a display, and something to debate.

A well known town to many, and not just a few.

Several race meetings, are held each year

The river Macquarie, meanders peacefully along

The track is rated highly, by experts far and near

Murray cod, yellowbelly and catfish, make it their
throng

Good nominations from trainers, and owners
Will attract several patrons, including the loners.

The Melbourne Cup in 1958 was won by a Narromine horse
Baystone, owned by the Burns family, the fastest on
course

Invasion by carp, introduced in years gone past
Ruined the river and native river fish, quite fast.

So next time you wish, to travel and explore
Come out west, stay a while, to implore

The jockey was Mel Schumaker, saddle cloth no 7

Visit Narromine, a surprise for all

Trained by Jack Green, he now resides in horsey heaven.

You won’t be disappointed, a treat to enthral.

The airstrip at Narromine, attracts lots of air craft
Gliders especially, the thermals have a good draught
From near and far, even countries long away
Will attract pilots, to compete each day.

Geoff Smith, December 2011
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Can you identify St Stephen’s and
from where these photos were taken??
(Photos L. Harper)

Answers next issue
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